1993 MEN'S VARSITY ALL-AMERICA

Coach of the Year: Dante Dettamanti (Stanford University)
Player of the Year: Troy Barnhart (University of California, Berkeley)

First Team
Larry Bercutt (Goalie) Stanford University
Troy Barnhart University of California, Berkeley
Jose Santiago University of Southern California
Todd Hosmer University of the Pacific
Wolf Wigo Stanford University
Mark Hunt University of California, Irvine
Gavin Arroyo University of California, Berkeley

Second Team
Andrew Tinseth (Goalie) University of Southern California
Chris Kellerman University of California, Los Angeles
Antonio Busquets Stanford University
Uzi Hadar University of Southern California
Jeremy Laster Stanford University
Kurt Edler University of California, Irvine
Jerry Wooden University of Southern California

Third Team
Mike Rall (Goalie) University of California, Irvine
Chi Kredell Long Beach State University
Mike Nalu University of California, San Diego
Brad Schumacher University of the Pacific
Chris Wallin Stanford University
Doug Wierenga University of California, Santa Barbara
Tasan Engin University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Honorable Mention
Sean Nolan (Goalie) University of California, Berkeley
Tony Barnes University of California, Berkeley
Frank Mulcrone Slippery Rock University
Drew Netherton University of Southern California
Alan Hermann Pepperdine University
Doug Munz United States Naval Academy